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Abstract
The question answering (QA) task in natural language processing corresponds
to predict the start and end positions of answers in the given passages. Existing methods mainly rely on the powerful language model (LM), e.g., BERT or
Transformer-like models, to encode the passage and question sentences together
and predict the answer positions. However, we find that these QA models tend to
be disturbed by the position bias, e.g., simply remember the answer positions as a
shortcut, and thus fail to sufficiently learn the true “knowledge” in passages. This
problem misleads existing models to the wrong track on the out-of-distribution QA
data. Motivated by the causality theory, in this work, we investigate the cause of
bias in QA and propose a novel counterfactual QA framework called CF-EQA. Our
method enables us to capture the answer position bias as the direct causal effect of
the passages on answers, and eliminate the position bias by subtracting the direct
causal effect from the total causal effect. Abundant experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of our CF-EQA framework on mitigating the bias and recovering the
performance when trained on the biased SQuAD dataset1 .

1

Introduction

Question answering (QA) is a task that requires the machine to respond to questions based on the
given passage context. Many researchers have been drawn to large-scale QA datasets in order to
develop successful QA models with the introduction of deep learning. In this paper we focus on the
extractive QA task: assumes that the answers are always lie in the passage and the deep learning
model is trained to predict the start and end positions of the answers. Recently, extractive QA models
have been known to outperform humans in some datasets [1].
However, we found that the generalization performance of existing models is still far from that of
humans. As shown in Figure 1, we follow [2] to define the language bias of the QA model as the
position bias — the answer position in the paragraph. For example, if QA models are trained on
a biased dataset (answers are almost lie in the first sentence), then in testing the models tend to
predict the word in the first sentence regardless of whether it is right. This phenomenon indicates
that the models predicting the position can be severely biased when trained on datasets that have
a very skewed answer position distribution. As a result, BERT [3] trained on a biased training set
where every answer that appears in the first sentence only achieves a 37.48% F1 score in the SQuAD
development set whereas the same model trained on the same amount of randomly sampled examples
can achieve 85.06% F1 score.
To tackle this problem, in this paper we propose a novel counterfactual framework CF-EQA (Counterfactual Extractive Question Answering framework) motivated by the counterfactual reasoning and
causal effects.
Overall, we formulate the answer position bias as the direct causal effect of the paragraph on answers,
and mitigate it by subtracting the direct position effect from the total effect. Specifically, we ask
the counterfactual question: What would the answer be, if the machine not sees the paragraph and
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Code of this work is accessible at: https://github.com/ldkong1205/cf-eqa.
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Paragraph: The Norman dynasty
hadin
a major
political,
cultural and military impact on medieval Europe and
even the Near East. The Normans were famed for
their martial spirit and eventually for their Christian
piety, becoming exponents of the Catholic orthodoxy
in ……

Paragraph: The Normans (Norman: Nourmands;
French: Normands; Latin: Normanni) were the people
who in the 10th and 11th centuries gave their name
to Normandy, a region in France. They were
descended from Norse (“Norman” comes from
“Norseman”) raiders and pirates from Denmark,
Iceland and Norway ……
Question: When were the Normans in Normandy?
Answer: 10th and 11th centuries

Question: Who was famed for their Christian spirit??
Predicted Answer: Christian (words in 1st sentence)

Figure 1: The language position bias in extractive QA task.
question, but just achieves the position bias explicitly? Compared to the conventional extractive
QA: What will the answer be, if the machine sees the paragraph, question and achieves the position
bias explicitly?, we manually blind the achievement of the model to the paragraph context and the
question and the QA models can only rely on the dataset bias. Therefore, the language bias can be
identified by estimating the direct causal effect of position bias on the answer.
In the training stage, we follow the previous methods [2, 4] to train ensemble methods with the
prevailing QA BERT model and a single answer position bias branch. Then during testing, CF-EQA
uses the debiased causal effect for inference which is obtained by subtracting the pure position bias
effect from the total effect. With large amounts of experiments, our CF-EQA model shows great
superiority compared to the baseline method and achieves new state-of-the-art results with significant
improvements.

2
2.1

Related Work
Extractive Question Answering

As a basic task of NLP, there are various QA models proposed to predict the start and end positions.
Following the structure of earlier deep learning-based QA models [5, 6, 7], currently, the methods can
be mainly divided into three major categories: Pointer-based, LM-based, and semi-supervised-based.
For the Pointer-based methods, one of the earliest works in extractive QA from [6] experimented with
generative models based on index sequence generation via pointer networks [8] and now directly used
traditional boundary models that focus on the prediction of the start/end of an answer span. Their
work has shown substantial improvement of boundary models over the index sequence generative
models.
Recent success of the language models [3, 9, 10] also greatly boost the performance of the extractive
QA task. These methods try to learn language representations and are conceived to be used as the
main architecture to the downstream extractive QA tasks by designing the proxy task of predicting
the masked words and next sentence. These methods achieve the current state-of-the-art performance
and we use the BERT as the base model in our project. Finally, the semi-supervised methods use
other sources of data to promote the performance of extractive QA. For example, [11] exploited the
structure of dataset passages to create cloze-style questions. They pretrain a powerful neural network
on the cloze-style pseudo-questions and fine-tune the model on the labeled examples. [12] shows
an improvement in open-domain QA when using distantly supervised ground truths with the same
surface form as the original ground truth.
2.2

Debiasing Strategies

There are many works that try to tackle the bias in the language, which is usually called “language
prior” [13, 14]. For example, the answer always appears in the first sentence; in visual question
answering task simply answering “tennis” to the sport-related questions can achieve approximately
40% accuracy on the visual question answering dataset. Most recent solutions to reduce language
bias can be grouped into two categories: implicit/explicit data augmentation and ensemble-based
methods. First, recent works [15, 16] automatically generate additional language sources to balance
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the distribution of the training data. Second, the ensemble-based methods [17, 4] learn a biased model
given source of bias as input, and debias through logits re-weighting or logits ensembling.
The most similar work to ours is [2] which apply the ensemble-based methods into extractive QA
task to eliminate the position prior bias. Our proposed methods further refine this debiasing strategy
from a causal view and boost the performance.
2.3

Causal Inference in Deep Learning

Counterfactual thinking and causal inference have inspired several studies in computer vision,
including visual explanations [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], scene graph generation [23, 24], image recognition [24], video analysis [25, 26], zero-shot and few-shot learning [27, 28] incremental learning [29], representation learning [30, 31, 32], semantic segmentation [33], and vision-language
tasks [15, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Especially, counterfactual learning has been exploited in recent visual
question answering studies [15, 34, 16]. Different from these works that generate counterfactual
samples for debiased training, our cause-effect look focuses on counterfactual inference with even
biased training data.
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Figure 2: (a) Example of causal graph. (b) Counterfactual quantities. Variables in the treatment group
are marked in white, while variables in the no-treatment group are marked in gray.
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3.1

Approach
Preliminaries

This section introduces the basis of causal graph, counterfactual notations, and decomposition of a
total effect.
Causal graph describes the causal relationships via a directed acyclic graph. We construct a causal
graph with three variables {X, M, Y } in Fig. 2(a). If X has a direct effect on Y , Y is the child of
the exposure X, i.e., X → Y . If X causes Y through a variable M , we say that X has an indirect
effect on Y and M is a mediator, i.e., X → M → Y .
Counterfactual notation Yx,m states that Y would be Yx,m , if X had been x and M had been m
(the variables are denoted in capital letters, and the observed value is denoted as lowercase letter).
We let Mx denote the value of the mediator had the exposure X been set to x. In the factual world,
Y is set to Yx,Mx . In the counterfactual world, the mediator is set to a different value. For example,
Yx,Mx∗ captures the effect of exposure X = x on outcome Y , intervening to fix M to another value
when X had been x∗ . The visualization of the counterfactual quantities can be found in Fig. 2(b).
3

Effect decomposition [39, 40], allows one to decompose a total effect into a direct and an indirect
effect. Let x∗ denote the value of the exposure X under the no-treatment situation, and x denotes the
value of the exposure X under the treatment situation. The total effect (TE) of the treatment X = x
comparing to the no-treatment X = x∗ is defined as:
TE = Yx,Mx − Yx∗ ,Mx∗

(1)

The total effect can be decomposed as follows:
TE = Yx,Mx − Yx∗ ,Mx∗ = (Yx,Mx∗ − Yx∗ ,Mx∗ ) + (Yx,Mx − Yx,Mx∗ ),

(2)

where Yx,Mx∗ − Yx∗ ,Mx∗ is defined as natural direct effect (NDE) and Yx,Mx − Yx,Mx∗ is defined as
the total indirect effect (TIE). Thus, the total effect can be decomposed into the natural direct effect
and total indirect effect: TE = NDE + TIE.
3.2

A Causal View on QA Positional Bias

To study the extractive QA task, we construct a causal graph with three variables {X, M, Y } in Fig
2(a): X is embeddings from the word, position and token type of the passage and question that will
be fed into QA models (e.g., BERT in our experiment settings), M is the propensity to answer in
some specific positions and Y is the logits of the predicted answer positions.
The causal link X → M → Y is constructed when the distribution of the answer position is highly
skewed, i.e., answers usually appear in the k-th sentence of the passage[2]. The model trained on the
biased training set makes the hidden feature more dependent on the first few words when answers are
usually given in the first sentences in the training set. The direct causal link X → Y is our desiderata
for extractive QA which delivers position information without position bias.
3.3

De-biased Prediction: Natural Direct Effect Inference

In the training stage, we follow [2] to use a BERT to learn the mapping from passage and questions
to answers, i.e., Y (x|θBERT ), where θBERT is the parameters of BERT. In the inference stage, the
unbiased prediction is defined as NDE:
Y NDE = Yx,Mx∗ − Yx∗ ,Mx∗

(3)

∗

where x can be viewed as the null input. In this paper, it is defined as the empirical mean embedding
representation of the passages and the questions of the training set:
x∗ =

|Dtrain |

1

X

|Dtrain |

xi .

(4)

i=1

Similar to [41], we adopt the orthogonal decomposition for total effect as follows:
x = λx∗ + xd ,

(5)

where x∗ ⊥ xd and λ = cos(x, x∗ ) · kxk2 is the projection length. The indirect effect is affected by
x∗ and the direct effect is affected by xd , their combination composes the total effect. In this setting,
NDE for Equ. (3) can be written as:
Y NDE = Y (x − αλx∗ |θBERT )

(6)

where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the trade-off between the indirect and direct effects. Using
the calibrated embedding x − αλx∗ removes the spurious correlation between word position and
answers. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the main difference among the traditional QA framework [3],
ensemble-based framework [42, 17], and our proposed CF-EQA framework.

4

Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed counterfactual QA
(CF-EQA) framework with several debiasing methods under both biased and full training set settings.
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Figure 3: Comparison among different QA models during the training and test stages. (a) Traditional QA framework (e.g., [3]); (2) Ensemble-based QA framework (e.g., [42] and [17]); (3) Our
counterfactual QA framework.

4.1

Data

We adopt the SQuAD dataset [1] and its subsets [2] through our experiments. Specifically, the
five subsets SQuADk=i
train are sampled based on the position k of answers appear in passages, where
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and ≥ 5 are sentence numbers. Recent work [2] found that more than 32% and 34%
answers are laid in the first sentences in SQuADtrain and SQuADdev , respectively, which introduces
severe position biases in both training and evaluation.
4.2

Candidate Methods and Evaluation Metrics

Two types of methods are used in our experiments, i.e., relative position encoding [9] and ensemblebased debiasing [42, 17]. Specifically, we consider the following methods:
• Random Position perturbs the input positions and generates position embeddings by (1)
randomly sampling indices within [1, Seqmax ], and (2) sorting indices accordingly to preserve
input orders, where Seqmax denotes the maximum sequence length of BERT.
• Entropy Regularization aims at maximizing the entropy of normalized cosine similarity
between word embeddings and their hidden representations [2]. The entropy regularization
term is computed from the final network layer and added to the loss calculations.
• Bias Product combines the probability distributions of the start/end position from the target
model and the bias model. Here we follow [2] by defining the bias model as the prior
distribution of answer positions in the dataset.
• Learned-Mixin improves the ensembling procedure one step further by adding in an affine
transformation [17] on hidden representations before the softmax layer in the network.
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k=2,3,...
SQuADdev

SQuADk=1
dev

Debiasing Method

EM

F1

EM

SQuADdev

F1

EM

F1

BERT trained on SQuADk=1
train
(28,263 samples)
Baseline

Ensemble

None (NAACL’19)
RP (EMNLP’20)
ER (EMNLP’20)
BP
BP+CF-EQA (Ours)
LM (EMNLP’19)
LM+CF-EQA (Ours)

77.07
69.95
70.40

85.81
80.73
86.17

7.14
27.32
10.50

12.12
34.63
15.72

31.20
41.99
33.52

37.48
50.49
39.96

78.05
74.32(-3.73)
77.18
77.81(+0.63)

86.73
83.08(-3.65)
85.15
85.60(+0.45)

13.33
25.16(+11.83)
69.89
71.69(+1.80)

18.73
31.60(+12.87)
78.65
80.45(+1.80)

36.27
42.07(+5.80)
72.63
73.79(+1.16)

42.72
49.31(+6.59)
81.14
82.24(+1.10)

BERT trained on SQuADtrain
(88,238 samples)
Baseline
Ensemble

None (NAACL’19)
BP
BP+CF-EQA (Ours)
LM (EMNLP’19)
LM+CF-EQA (Ours)

81.55

88.68

81.21

88.61

81.32

88.63

81.80
81.81(+0.01)
81.77
81.78(+0.01)

88.94
88.98(+0.04)
88.51
88.94(+0.43)

80.61
80.61(+0.00)
80.41
80.61(+0.20)

88.44
88.44(+0.00)
88.26
88.44(+0.18)

81.02
81.03(+0.01)
80.88
81.01(+0.13)

88.61
88.63(+0.02)
88.34
88.64(+0.30)

k=2,3,...
Table 1: Experimental results of different debiasing methods on SQuADk=1
, and
dev , SQuADdev
SQuADdev [1]. RP: Random Position [2]; ER: Entropy Regularization [2]; BP: Bias Product [42];
LM: Learned-Mixin [17]. Top Block: Models trained on SQuADk=1
train ; Bottom Block: Models
trained on SQuADtrain .

SQuADdev
k=i
SQuADtrain

i=2
(20,745 samples)

i=3
(15,669 samples)

i=4
(10,459 samples)

i = 5, 6, ...
(13,102 samples)

EM

F1

EM

F1

EM

F1

EM

F1

None (NAACL’19)

36.16

43.14

44.76

52.89

49.13

58.01

57.95

66.69

BP
+CF-EQA (Ours)

45.99
51.72(+5.73)

53.30
59.46(+6.16)

51.33
51.77(+0.44)

59.85
60.32(+0.47)

54.47
57.82(+3.35)

63.76
67.35(+3.59)

58.03
58.24(+0.21)

67.02
67.45(+0.43)

LM (EMNLP’19)
+CF-EQA (Ours)

71.28
71.38(+0.10)

80.13
80.25(+0.12)

69.04
69.17(+0.13)

77.91
78.00(+0.09)

64.31
64.38(+0.07)

73.65
73.71(+0.06)

62.29
62.19(-0.10)

71.56
71.44(-0.12)

Table 2: Experimental results of debiasing methods trained on different bias subsets SQuADk=i
train and
tested on SQuADdev , where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and ≥ 5. BP: Bias Product [42]; LM: Learned-Mixin [17].

We combine our CF-EQA framework with both Bias Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17] to improve
debiaing. For the evaluation metrics, we adopt both Exact Match (EM) and F1 scores for all
experiments to compare the performance of different debiasing methods.
4.3

Experimental Details

To thoroughly analyze the debiasing ability of different methods, we first conduct experiments on
SQuADk=1 , i.e., answers for all passage-question pairs are laid in the first sentence. Then we
k=2,3,...
adopt SQuADk=1
(answers outside the first sentence), and SQuADdev (the original
dev , SQuADdev
SQuAD development set) for testing. We also train models on SQuADtrain (the original SQuAD
training set) for a more comprehensive comparison. Our next experiment further generalizes our
findings to other bias subsets, i.e., SQuADk=2 , SQuADk=3 , SQuADk=4 , and SQuADk=5,6,... .
For Random Position [2], we follow the original setting by sampling t indices for BERT and sample
t = 384 when Seqmax = 512. Indices are sorted in ascending order and then used to generate position
embedding for each token position. For Bias Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17], we follow the
convention and adopt the Adam optimizer [43] with lr = 3e-5 and  = 1e-8. The batch size is
set as 12 and each model is trained for two epochs. We set the “trade-off" parameter α as 2.0 to
weight between the direct and indirect effects. NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti graphics cards are
used through our experiments.
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Figure 4: Qualitative results for the “trade-off" parameter α in CF-EQA. Horizontal axis: Different
values of α (ranging from 0.9 to 3.0); Vertical axis: Evaluation scores (F1/EM). Models are trained
on SQuADk=1
train and tested on SQuADdev . (a) F1 score for Bias Product [42] and CF-EQA; (b) F1
score for Learned-Mixin [17] and CF-EQA; (c) EM score for Bias Product [42] and CF-EQA; (d)
EM score for Learned-Mixin [17] and CF-EQA.

4.4

Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the results of different debiasing methods trained on SQuADk=1
train and the full set
SQuADtrain , respectively, while Table 2 gives general results on other bais subsets.
Results on SQuADk=1
train . The top block of Table 1 gives the results for different methods trained on
k=1
SQuADtrain . It can be easily observed that the position bias indeed hurts the evaluation performance
for most methods except Learned-Mixin [17]. Taking the baseline None (BERT without debiasing)
as an example. While it can get a 77.07 EM score on SQuADk=1
dev , only 7.14 and 31.20 EM scores
k=2,3,...
are obtained on SQuADdev
and SQuADdev , which verifies our early findings of the position
bias problem in extractive QA. The baseline Random Position and Entropy Regularization [2] only
improve the performance for a very limited margin. On the contrary, ensemble-based methods Bias
Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17] can alleviate the bias problem to a certain extent (18.73%
and 42.72% F1 scores for Bias Product [42] and 78.65% and 81.14% F1 scores for Learned-Mixin
[17] on SQuADk=2,3,...
and SQuADdev , respectively), especially when equipped with our CF-EQA
dev
framework. With the help of CF-EQA, 12.87% and 1.80% F1 improvements are achieved on
SQuADk=2,3,...
, as well as 6.59% and 1.10% on SQuADdev .
dev
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We also notice that CF-EQA is not very compatible with Bias Product [42] on SQuADk=1
dev . A possible
reason for this is that in this case, the bias problem is not obvious anymore since both the training set
and the test set are biased toward the first sentence. In other words, the causal effect of position bias
becomes less effective and cannot be easily caught by CF-EQA.
Results on SQuADtrain . Results of cases without position bias are shown in the bottom block of
Table 1. In this scenario, the baseline get competitive or slightly better performance compared with the
k=2,3,...
ensemble methods Bias Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17] on SQuADk=1
and
dev , SQuADdev
SQuADdev . This is reasonable since the distribution of answer positions is more smooth now. While
ensemble-based methods maintain the performance under normal cases, our CF-EQA framework can
further help them get even better performance in all settings.
Results on SQuADk=i
train . For the purpose of generalization, we also conduct experiments for biased
k=3
training at different answer positions. Specifically, models are trained under SQuADk=2
train , SQuADtrain ,
k=5,6,...
k=4
SQuADtrain , and SQuADtrain
, with different amount of training samples and then tested on the
full test set SQuADdev . Note that these bias subsets have much less samples than SQuADk=1
train . As we
can see from Table 2, the baseline model cannot generalize well on unseen cases and thus is trapped
in position bias under all four training settings. Compared with 81.32% on SQuADtrain , it only gets
43.14%, 52.89%, 58.01%, and 66.69% F1 scores with these four cases, respectively. Bias Product
[42] and Learned-Mixin [17] ease the bias problem to a certain extent. While the former has boosted
the performance by about 6% on F1, the latter has significantly improved for on average 18% on F1
under these four training settings. Evidence shows that our proposed CF-EQA framework can help
both Bias Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17] to achieve new state-of-the-art results.

5

Analysis

The “trade-off" parameter α plays an important role in weighting the direct and indirect effects in
CF-EQA. To qualitatively analyze the impact of α, we experiment with the ensemble-based methods
Bias Product [42] and Learned-Mixin [17] with training set SQuADk=1
train and test set SQuADdev .
Specifically, we evaluate α from 0.9 to 3.0, which are conventionally adopted values in other causal
experiments. The results are shown in Figure 4.
For Bias Product [42], we notice that with the growth of α, both F1 and EM tend to have a continuous
upward trend, which is rising rapidly before 2.0 and saturating around 3.0. Learned-Mixin [17] has a
“crest" trend on F1 and EM, where the scores correspond to around 2.0 reach the top, and then the
performance goes down. In general, for cases like position bias towards the first sentence, setting α
to 2.0 will be a good choice.
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Conclusion

In this project, we proposed a novel counterfactual framework called CF-EQA to reduce the position
bias of the answers in the extractive QA task. The bias is formulated as the indirect causal effect of
word positions on answers, and is further captured by a counterfactual scenario. The reduction of this
bias is realized by subtracting the indirect effect from the total causal effect. Experimental results
fully demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of our proposed unbiased inference strategy.
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